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       We had to decide: Do we want to do Saturday Night or go to our Senior
Prom? We opted for Saturday Night Live. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

I learned how to play the drums. When we were in pre-production,
when we were still in LA, I had a couple of drum lessons and then some
in Toronto. I got the one beat down and that was it. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

How can you be organized when you're in Times Square? 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

I think the hardest part to get to is that point of asking for help or
reaching out to other people and being honest with yourself. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

I would never wish my upbringing on anyone... but I wouldn't take it
back for the world. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

I think everything happens for a reason, so there is no such thing as
fail. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

I want to go to culinary school because I love cooking. One day I'd love
to open up a restaurant or cafe 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

I wear weird things sometimes. I like to drink coffee. Neither of those
things have anything to do with who I am. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

Our career is a dream. I mean, we get to act, travel around the world,
and meet cool people. What's not to love! 
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~Mary-Kate Olsen

I am a really bad test taker. I can get straight As in school, but I get
nervous on test. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

There was a photo of me with weird sunglasses on and a green
sweatshirt, some striped thing, with tights and cowboy boots...I just saw
that photo and thought, 'God, I look crazy.' 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

I look at old photos of me, and I don't feel connected to them at all. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

I get extra time to take the test because of my ADD. Everybody's brains
works differently and I just need longer for things to register. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

I made the decision to take acting seriously after high school. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

I am the cute one! She's just my sister. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

A twin knows exactly when the other one is spitting up, but that's all
they know about anything. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

If they're going to write a story they're going to write the story whether
it's true or not 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

I like to go to parties where I know everyone. How are you going to
have fun with people you don't know? 
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~Mary-Kate Olsen

The best part was the food. There are some great Italian restaurants
we go to whenever we are in Toronto, so the eating was a definite
highlight. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

I think one day I want to be on the other side of the camera-maybe
directing 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

Now that im older i'm more aware of things that make me feel complete
as a person. I'm trying to concentrate on those things as opposed to
things that make feel empty 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

We get along really well, but TV and film aren't reality. We're best
friends, but we do have our fights! 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

Well that's what I generally do with books - I read them. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

When I was in my freshman year at college I took some acting classes
and found that I fell in love with it again. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

Our parents got to be kids. Now it's our turn. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

We played soccer a lot with our friends and at school. We weren't on an
official team or anything, but we'd definitely be up for it in gym or in
after-school pickup games where we live. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen
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I love to play games. I really like football, and I also like to ride horses. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

I find it's better to focus on what's in front of you and to keep putting
one foot in front of the other. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

I love getting amazing jackets, because you can wear your pajamas
underneath and everyone's like, 'Oh fabulous jacket', and I'm like, 'You
should see what's underneath'. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

When we were growing up, our mother taught us never to have your
belly button exposed. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

All I really need is my bed and my art around me. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen

Any time that we have time to take off, we love being home. 
~Mary-Kate Olsen
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